Fear of contracting cancer is increasingly a part of our daily lives. Scientists are discovering human carcinogens at an alarming rate. The legal question remains: when should plaintiffs exposed to such carcinogens be compensated for their fear of contracting cancer in the future? The California Supreme Court addressed this issue in Potter v. Firestone Tire and Rubber Company. The Potter court held that in the absence of physical injury, a plaintiff must show that it is more likely than not that he or she will develop the feared cancer in the future in order to recover for present emotional distress. The court took a positive step towards fair compensation for emotionally injured plaintiffs, moving away from other jurisdictions which require physical injury before allowing recovery for emotional damages. However, the more likely than not standard adopted by the court is still unreasonable to emotionally injured plaintiffs because it confuses the recovery for fear of developing cancer with recovery for enhanced risk of developing cancer, places too heavy a burden on innocent plaintiffs and serves as a liability shelter for defendants' negligent use of toxic chemicals.

I. Statement Of The Case

A. The Factual And Procedural Setting Of Potter

Plaintiffs Frank and Shirley Potter and Joe and Linda Plescia lived adjacent to the Crazy Horse landfill, a class II landfill owned by the city of Salinas and operated by Salinas Disposal Service and Rural Disposal (SDS). Designation as a Class II landfill prohibits disposal of toxic substances and liquids on site because of the chance for contamination of nearby underground water sources.

Beginning in 1967, defendant Firestone contracted with SDS to dispose of industrial wastes at Crazy Horse. SDS informed Firestone that no solvents, cleaning fluids, oils or liquids could be disposed of at Crazy Horse. Firestone agreed not to send these types of waste to Crazy Horse. However, in violation of the contractual agreement, Firestone sent large quantities of liquid waste to the landfill, including semiliquid toxic chemicals, liquid waste oils, liquid tread end cements and solvents.

In 1977, the Firestone plant engineer sent an internal memo to the plant managers and department heads explaining the proper method of disposal for liquid wastes. In order to comply with the official plant policy outlined in the memo, Firestone attempted to dispose of the materials in a Class I landfill. When compliance seemed too costly to the plant manager, the disposal program was discontinued and all waste materials were again dumped at Crazy Horse. The plant engineer then sent another memo to plant heads pointing out the violation of California law.

In 1984, the plaintiffs discovered toxic chemicals had contaminated their domestic water wells.
Chemicals found in the wells included benzene and vinyl chloride, both known to cause cancer in humans, as well as toluene, chloroform, 1,1-dichloroethene, methylene chloride, tetrachloroethene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane and trichloroethene. Many of these chemicals are strongly suspected to be human carcinogens.

In 1985, the plaintiffs filed separate suits against Firestone for damages and declaratory relief. The causes of action in the complaint included negligence, negligent infliction of emotional distress, intentional infliction of emotional distress and strict liability/ultrahazardous activity. The two cases were consolidated at trial.

The trial court found that Firestone was negligent in its waste disposal practices. The trial court also held Firestone liable for intentional infliction of emotional distress, finding that Firestone’s decision to continue to dump liquid waste at Crazy Horse in spite of the internal memorandum on company policy constituted extreme and outrageous conduct. Additionally, the trial court found Firestone was strictly liable, concluding that dumping large amounts of toxic wastes in a Class II landfill was an ultrahazardous activity.

The court determined that exposure to the toxic chemicals led to an enhanced risk of developing cancer, which constituted a presently existing physical condition. The court also found that because of the exposure, plaintiffs would always reasonably fear the onset of cancer. The trial court awarded plaintiffs $800,000 for fear of cancer and resultant emotional distress. The court also awarded damages for medical monitoring for cancer, psychiatric illness and the cost of psychiatric treatment, general disruption of plaintiffs’ lives and invasion of privacy, and punitive damages.

Firestone appealed the decision of the trial court to the Court of Appeal, Sixth District. The court of appeal reversed the award of the medical monitoring costs and a prejudgment order directing Firestone to pay costs and interests. The court affirmed the judgment in all other respects, including the award for intentional infliction of emotional distress. On the issue of negligent infliction of emotional distress for fear of cancer, the court of appeal upheld the damages finding that a physical injury was unnecessary under the circumstances. Rather, the court found that in order to recover for fear of cancer a plaintiff must prove defendants’ negligence, that serious emotional distress resulted from the negligence, that the distress is objectively serious, and that in determining seriousness evidence regarding the probability of developing cancer should be examined and that the fear of cancer claim be genuine.

B. The Rationale Behind The Potter Decision

The California Supreme Court reversed the court of appeal on the issue of recovery for fear of cancer. The court first discussed damages parasitic to an injury. The court refused to rule on whether impairment to the immune response system or cellular damage constitutes a physical injury for the purposes of emotional distress, determining that the factual record was insufficient to resolve that issue. It therefore remains unclear from the decision as to what constitutes physical injury in this sort of situation, as the court did not rule on the issue.
The court then discussed nonparasitic fear of cancer recovery. The court reiterated the current state of California law on recovery for negligent infliction of emotional distress, highlighting that there is no independent tort for the negligent infliction of emotional distress. The appropriate tort is negligence, which requires a duty to plaintiff. With few exceptions, the breach of duty must threaten physical injury, not simply damage to property or financial interests.

Relying on Burgess v. Superior Court, the court stated that physical injury is not a prerequisite for recovery for negligent infliction of emotional distress, especially where there is some guarantee of plaintiff's genuineness. The court then addressed the recovery of emotional damages for fear of cancer. Disagreeing with the court of appeals, the Potter court declined to adopt the lower court's reasoning on the fear of cancer issue.

Instead, the Potter court chose to adopt the more stringent test argued by defendant Firestone. The court adopted a bright line test for recovery for fear of cancer, holding that a plaintiff must show it is more likely than not that he or she will develop the feared cancer in the future in order to be compensated. The court provided five public concerns as rationale. These public policy reasons were:

(1) the necessity of limiting the class of potential plaintiffs;
(2) the detrimental impact that unrestricted liability would have on the health care system;
(3) concern that recovery for fear of cancer would be detrimental to recovery by those later plaintiffs who sustain physical injury and actually develop cancer by using up the funds from which injured plaintiffs could recover;
(4) the positive aspects of creating a “sufficiently definite and predictable threshold for recovery to permit consistent application from case to case”; and
(5) limiting the class eligible for recovery would allow emotional distress absent physical injury to continue to be a recoverable item of damages.

Plaintiffs in California must now be able to show that it is more likely than not that they will develop cancer in the future before they can recover for their present emotional distress.

II. Argument

A. Fear Of Cancer Recovery Versus Enhanced Risk

Fear of cancer is defined as an anxiety caused by the fear of developing cancer. This present fear constitutes a present damage, rather than a future damage. In Cantrell v. GAF Corp., the Sixth Circuit outlined the distinction between fear of cancer and increased risk of cancer. Fear of cancer “is a claimed present injury consisting of mental anxiety and distress about developing cancer in the future, as opposed to increased risk of cancer, which is a potential physical predisposition of developing cancer in the future.”

One is emotional whereas the other is physiological. Because fear is a present condition, plaintiffs’ probability of developing cancer in the future is not determinative of whether a particular plaintiff should recover for a present fear.

The Potter court chose to hold that a plaintiff must be able to show that they are more likely than
not to develop cancer in the future to recover for present emotional distress. By creating a more likely than not standard, the Potter court improperly merged two theories of recovery. By using that standard, the court imposes a test onto fear of cancer plaintiffs which is more applicable for enhanced risk of cancer recovery. Many courts have held that in order to recover for enhanced risk of cancer plaintiffs must prove with reasonable medical certainty that cancer will develop in the future.\(^{56}\) In Sterling v. Velsicol Chemical Corp.\(^{57}\) the Sixth Circuit held that a 25-30 percent increase in susceptibility to cancer did not qualify as a reasonable medical certainty justifying recovery. Applying a probability standard makes sense in this context, because plaintiffs are recovering for their actual increase in risk of contracting cancer.

In contrast, using such a probability standard is not appropriate with respect to emotional distress. As the Sixth Circuit points out in Sterling,\(^{58}\) in determining mental anguish, “the central focus of a court’s inquiry...is not on the underlying odds that the future disease will in fact materialize.” Rather, the probability of contracting cancer should be one factor in determining whether plaintiffs’ fear of contracting cancer is reasonable.\(^{59}\) More likely than not is simply too stringent a standard for evaluating the objective reasonableness of a plaintiff’s fear of contracting cancer. Judging fear of cancer claims by this standard merges the claim with an enhanced risk claim, precluding many genuine plaintiffs from recovering on their reasonable fear of cancer. A merger fails to recognize the distinctly different nature of the emotional injury versus the physiological injury.


The court of appeal, in its Potter\(^{60}\) decision, purported to apply ordinary rules for emotional distress recovery to toxic torts.\(^{61}\) The lower court was following prior California Supreme Court decisions outlining requirements for recovery of emotional distress absent physical injury.\(^{62}\) Given the state of tort law in California prior to the Potter decision, the court of appeal’s use of a reasonableness test was appropriate.

To justify applying different standards to toxic tort victims than to an ordinary negligence plaintiff, the California Supreme Court pointed out five public policy reasons. These justifications serve to protect those companies whose negligence has endangered the health of private citizens.\(^{63}\) The court seemed most concerned with opening the floodgates of litigation to everyone who has been exposed to some sort of carcinogen in their daily lives.\(^{64}\) This argument seems somewhat contrived. By using the factors outlined in the court of appeal’s decision, the finder of fact is given a basis for determining if plaintiffs’ emotional distress resulting from defendants’ negligence is objectively serious and genuine.\(^{65}\) Clearly, this test enables the finder of fact to differentiate between unreasonable fear of contracting cancer and the reasonable fear of a plaintiff “who has consumed, cooked with, and bathed in water”\(^{66}\) contaminated by defendants’ toxic waste.

The court was also concerned with potential size of a class in toxic court litigation. As Justice George pointed out in his dissent, the court opinion provides more protection for an individual harmed by another’s negligence, than for one of many individuals who may be exposed to toxic chemicals by a defendants negligence.\(^{67}\) It is inconceivable to think that the court intended to shelter defendants whose

---

\(^{56}\) In Sterling v. Velsicol Chemical Corp., the Sixth Circuit held that a 25-30 percent increase in susceptibility to cancer did not qualify as a reasonable medical certainty justifying recovery. Applying a probability standard makes sense in this context, because plaintiffs are recovering for their actual increase in risk of contracting cancer.

\(^{57}\) More likely than not is simply too stringent a standard for evaluating the objective reasonableness of a plaintiff’s fear of contracting cancer. Judging fear of cancer claims by this standard merges the claim with an enhanced risk claim, precluding many genuine plaintiffs from recovering on their reasonable fear of cancer. A merger fails to recognize the distinctly different nature of the emotional injury versus the physiological injury.

\(^{58}\) In Sterling v. Velsicol Chemical Corp., the Sixth Circuit held that a 25-30 percent increase in susceptibility to cancer did not qualify as a reasonable medical certainty justifying recovery. Applying a probability standard makes sense in this context, because plaintiffs are recovering for their actual increase in risk of contracting cancer.

\(^{59}\) More likely than not is simply too stringent a standard for evaluating the objective reasonableness of a plaintiff’s fear of contracting cancer. Judging fear of cancer claims by this standard merges the claim with an enhanced risk claim, precluding many genuine plaintiffs from recovering on their reasonable fear of cancer. A merger fails to recognize the distinctly different nature of the emotional injury versus the physiological injury.

\(^{60}\) The court of appeal, in its Potter decision, purported to apply ordinary rules for emotional distress recovery to toxic torts.

\(^{61}\) The lower court was following prior California Supreme Court decisions outlining requirements for recovery of emotional distress absent physical injury.

\(^{62}\) Given the state of tort law in California prior to the Potter decision, the court of appeal’s use of a reasonableness test was appropriate.

\(^{63}\) The court seemed most concerned with opening the floodgates of litigation to everyone who has been exposed to some sort of carcinogen in their daily lives.

\(^{64}\) This argument seems somewhat contrived. By using the factors outlined in the court of appeal’s decision, the finder of fact is given a basis for determining if plaintiffs’ emotional distress resulting from defendants’ negligence is objectively serious and genuine.

\(^{65}\) Clearly, this test enables the finder of fact to differentiate between unreasonable fear of contracting cancer and the reasonable fear of a plaintiff “who has consumed, cooked with, and bathed in water” contaminated by defendants’ toxic waste.

\(^{66}\) Clearly, this test enables the finder of fact to differentiate between unreasonable fear of contracting cancer and the reasonable fear of a plaintiff “who has consumed, cooked with, and bathed in water” contaminated by defendants’ toxic waste.

\(^{67}\) The court was also concerned with potential size of a class in toxic court litigation. As Justice George pointed out in his dissent, the court opinion provides more protection for an individual harmed by another’s negligence, than for one of many individuals who may be exposed to toxic chemicals by a defendants negligence.
negligence with toxics injures many people rather than only a few. The court of appeal’s approach protects the supreme court’s policy concerns while still providing compensation to injured plaintiffs. Instead, the court created a bright line test that places an unfair burden on plaintiffs who are injured by negligent defendants.

III. Conclusion

When the California Supreme Court decided Potter it had the opportunity to approve the factors outlined by the court of appeal for determining fear of cancer recovery. Those factors distinguished recovery for fear of cancer from enhanced risk of cancer and provided a meaningful but achievable standard for plaintiffs to recover fear of cancer damages. A meaningful standard will allow genuine plaintiffs to recover for their fear of cancer, while not opening up the floodgates of litigation to unreasonable fear.

Instead, the California Supreme Court chose to adopt a bright line test requiring a plaintiff to show that in the absence of physical injury, plaintiff is more likely than not to develop the feared cancer in the future. This test went against the norms of conventional negligence law in California and muddled the distinction between fear of cancer recovery and recovery for enhanced risk of cancer. The Potter standard places an unreasonable burden on plaintiffs exposed to toxics, and provides an illogical shelter for defendants who are negligent using toxic chemicals.
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